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Abstract 

This paper describes the status and findings of the 
development of a Modelica based test system for 
power plant controls. The development is part of the 
ITEA2 project MODRIO which has the main goal to 
improve the operation of plants by utilizing model-
ing, simulation and optimization techniques. 

The control test application shown in this paper 
demonstrates the usability of Modelica to run com-
prehensive tests for plant controllers involving large 
parts of the physical plant and the control system. 
However it highlights the need for further develop-
ment, in areas such as: the test system, the discrete 
part of the models, the Modelica language, Modelica 
Association standards such as FMI and Model-
icaXML and the tool support for these.  

Keywords: SCADA; DCS; ModelicaXML; MODRIO; 
Controller Test  

1 Introduction 

Flexibility in operation of power plants becomes 
more and more important. This trend started in the 
nineties of the last century due to the opening of the 
energy markets world wide. The growing part of re-
newable energy production and their positive dis-
crimination to be dispatched accelerated the evolu-
tion of the remaining fossil power plants. Therefore 
demand for control quality of these plants increased.  

Power plants are controlled by distributed control 
systems (DCS) [6]. This article focuses on the Sie-
mens DCS SPPA-T3000, see [3] for more details. 
However, most of the results are transferable to all 
up to date DCSs.  

The goal of the development presented here is to al-
low the easy testing of controllers for power plants 
developed in a DCS such as SPPA-T3000 at every 

control engineer’s desk. Therefore the effort to run 
these tests needs to be acceptable and iterative im-
provement of the controls needs to be supported. 
Having such a tool available offers some great bene-
fits: 

• Tests on the real plant shall be avoided, since 
these are: 
o Expensive, due to cost of fuel and loss of 

profit.  
o Dangerous, since they might cause dam-

ages.  
o Limited with respect to the number of 

tests and the allowed operating range. 
• Speeds up the development of improved  

controllers.  
• Will improve the quality and enable systematic 

quality assurance (QA). 

During the requirements engineering phase it became 
apparent that users, i.e. the control engineers, con-
sider using a test system for very different tasks and 
in all different phases of a project. This means that 
the system under development needs to cover differ-
ent aspects such as early test of concepts on the one 
hand and regression testing for maintenance of exist-
ing control standards on the other. Apparently, this 
needs high flexibility on the modeling and simula-
tion for the plant model in order to cover all different 
kinds of physical effects of the plant in an appropri-
ate level of detail.  

An agile software development approach was chosen 
for this project, because the control engineers, mod-
eling experts and software developers had the chance 
to team up for this development. Having a working 
prototype early on, turned out to be very useful. 

Everything afore mentioned, lead in the direction of 
a fully Modelica based approach, at least for the fast 
development of a prototype. Due to the urgent need 
for control testing in a running project this fully 
Modelica based prototype has than be applied to a 
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real life example which highlighted some important 
advantages of the Modelica solution: 

1. No special support of the DCS (besides already 
existing export features, see section 3). 

2. Comprehensive insight in the control and plant 
model.  

3. No real-time requirement. 
4. No need to develop interfaces, e.g. to a virtual-

ized control system such as SPPA-S3000 [2]. 
5. Only a Modelica tool needed for deployment.  

The major disadvantage is that this approach intro-
duces a new source for bugs: The Modelica model of 
the control system (see section 3). Compared to the 
advantages mentioned above this seems to be ac-
ceptable.    

2 Background 

2.1 SPPA-T3000  

SPPA-T3000 is a Siemens DCS system of the latest 
generation. Like most of its competitors the commu-
nication back bone is the IEC Fieldbus standard. It 
offers integrated functionality for plant operation 
(including HMI), Alarming, Data Archives, Engi-
neering of the controls, Diagnostics for optimized 
plant maintenance and interfaces for field device 
communication [3]. It is notable that the online 
runtime system of SPPA-T3000 still consists of pro-
grammable logic controllers (PLCs), i.e. the SIMAT-
IC S7. But even so the power plant control needs to 
be run on a few of these PLCs for performance rea-
sons, the DCS system still provides a global name-
space for all signals.  

The global namespace for all signals introduces a 
motivation for systematic naming. In power plants 
the KKS (Power Plant Classification System) system 
is still commonly used, although newer standards 
like RDP-PP based on EN 81346 are available. Typ-
ically the plant model is more general and therefore 
less strictly named. Disregarding which of the men-
tioned naming standards are used for the control sys-
tem, the interface to the plant model needs to be tak-
en into consideration for the design of a control test 
system for power plants.  

2.2 SiemensPower 

The Modelica library SiemensPower is used for dy-
namic simulations throughout the entire lifetime of a 
power plant: from conception to decommissioning.  

The primary target is to provide information on dy-
namic behavior of a plant to verify the feasibility of 
process concepts and control strategies.  

Validation of operating and safety procedures as well 
as tests of control concepts before implementation on 
real plants is performed, using SiemensPower mod-
els.  

Key features of SiemensPower are: 

• Wide range of component models especially 
for combined cycle power plants.  

• Control package to implement real plant con-
trol in simulation models that allows parsing of 
controls from SPPA-T3000. 

• High performance TTSE (Tabular Taylor Se-
ries Expansion) water/steam function. 

In the context of this paper, all equations describing 
the dynamics of the plant and of controls are imple-
mented in SiemensPower.  

3 Bringing the Control System into 
Modelica 

This section describes how functional block dia-
grams are automatically transferred from SPPA-
T3000 to a controller model in Modelica which can 
be simulated together with the plant model. Figure 1 
shows the two steps of exporting and converting 
functional block diagrams. 

First, the control engineer has to define a set of func-
tional block diagrams which are to be tested. This 
subset of the full-plant control system is then export-
ed from SPPA-T3000 into an XML file describing 
the diagram layout, connections and parameter set-
tings.  

Second, the XML output is translated into a Modeli-
ca package containing one model for each functional 
block diagram and a top-level class containing all 
open controller inputs. Therefore a customized 
T3000-Modelica parser has been developed. During 
the conversion, the graphical layout of block dia-
grams is preserved as much as possible in order to 
allow analyzing and changing the control layout in 
the same style as in SPPA-T3000. But there are limi-
tations for blocks with conditional inputs. For exam-
ple, T3000 icons are automatically adapted in height, 
according to the number of activated input connect-
ors. Unfortunately in current Modelica, the means of 
adapting icons and connectors according to parame-
ter settings are very limited. 
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Figure 1: Process from SPPA-T3000 XML to Modelica 

The parsed controller package contains the layout, 
hierarchy and parameterization of control blocks as 
Modelica instances, but lacks the actual equations. 
All relevant blocks have been re-implemented in 
Modelica, similar to the approach of [1]. There is an 
option to use purely discrete equations or continuous 
equations as much as possible. Re-implementing all 
controller equations and integrating them into the 
component library SiemensPower was a considerable 
effort. This work has already been initiated for earli-
er projects, as there was a need for real-world control 
blocks in dynamic simulation studies. The validation 
work of all control blocks is still ongoing. 

The global name space of SPPA-T3000 (see section 
2.1) is replicated by the connection to an outer ex-
pandable connector (bus). Therefore, the parsed 
functional block diagrams do not have input/output 
connectors on the top level, instead they are connect-
ed via bus signals in KKS naming scheme.  

Due to extensive bus usage, the T3000-Modelica 
parser can avoid generating a lot of connect equa-
tions through the model hierarchy. Furthermore 
changes in the control layout are facilitated as all 
signals can be retrieved from bus at any level, just as 
in the authoring tool SPPA-T3000. Due to the high 
number of bus instances in the model, compiling was 
not possible. The reasons were memory and perfor-
mance limitations during translation. This has been 
solved by using the inner/outer concept of Modelica. 

4 Plant Model 
The overall combined cycle power plant and its dis-
trict heating system has been modeled based on the 
in-house Modelica library SiemensPower. 

4.1 Description of Plant Model 

For this prototype the control of a district heating 
system of a combined cycle plant (CCPP) was inves-
tigated. The district heating system uses steam from 
steam turbine extractions in order to heat the water 
that will be supplied for district heating. The main 
function of the controller is to control the supply 
temperature of the water by means of several valves 
in the plant. Figure 2 shows a simplified schema of 
the model.  

The model of the CCPP serves as dynamic and con-
sistent boundary conditions for the district heating 
system. It was therefore reduced to a minimal level 
of detail. The gas turbine is a steady state model 
based on tables, the steam turbine sections are mod-
elled using Stodola’s equation and a constant isen-
tropic efficiency and the heat recovery steam genera-
tor is a lumped time delay model as proposed by 
VDI 3508.  

 
Figure 2: Simplified schema of the overall plant model 
with its controller 

4.2 Components of District Heating System 

A district heating system has long piping connec-
tions which can be longer than 100 meters, thus lead-
ing to large delays in the transport of enthalpy. To 
model this accurately while avoiding a huge number 
of elements in the discretized pipes, transmission line 
pipe models with spatial distribution for the enthalpy 
are used.  
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In the transmission line the enthalpy is delayed with 
a time 𝜏, solution of the following equation: 

𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑒 = � 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑡) 𝑑𝑡
𝑡

𝑡−𝜏
 

The controlled butterfly valves are modelled accord-
ing to valve pressure loss correlation using a zeta 
(pressure loss coefficient) characteristic curve as 
function of opening angle: 
 
𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 =
𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 ×

 �2 × 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 × 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦
𝑧𝑒𝑡𝑎(𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒)

massflow =
crosssectionalarea ×
�2×pressuredifference×density

zeta(angle) massflow =

crosssectionalarea ×�2×pressuredifference×density
zeta(angle)  

 

To have realistic temperature transients, the heat ex-
change surfaces and especially the condensing heater 
need also to be correctly modeled. Hence, specific 
heat correlations for one and two phase flows are 
used [7].  

Other important parts of the plant for a reliable con-
troller test are the sensors. Due to the delay of en-
thalpy transport in the connection pipe, the exact po-
sition of the sensors is crucial. Further time delay 
within the sensors themselves must be also consid-
ered. 

4.3 Size of Model 

To improve the performance of the plant model an 
effort has been made to reduce the size of the non 
linear systems of equations at its maximum. This has 
been principally achieved by increasing the amount 
of continuous states, where appropriate. No system 
with higher amount of unknowns than 1 are left after 
manipulation of the non linear systems by the Mod-
elica simulation tool (Dymola). 

The plant model has around 464 continuous states 
and 4739 time-varying variables.  

After adding the controller, the model keeps the 
same amount of continuous states as all controller 
variables are discrete and has in total 17095 time-
varying variables. 

5 Connecting Plant Model and Con-
trol System 

A Test Unit is a Modelica model which instantiates 
one version of the plant model as well as the control-
ler model (System under Test).  

Figure 3 shows the current approach for signal han-
dling. Besides connecting controller and plant model, 
the Test Unit is used for adding boundary conditions. 
Test Cases are then created by extending the Test 
Unit and adding disturbances and changing parame-
ters. A benefit of storing all Test Cases in the Model-
ica package hierarchy is having one single source of 
information during simulation and testing. 

 
Figure 3: Test Unit with plant model and controller 

The tested functional block diagrams usually depend 
on hundreds of Boolean and Real signals from the 
power plant control system. Therefore, setting ap-
propriate boundary conditions is only possible in 
cooperation between control developers and dynamic 
simulation engineers. When connecting the models, 
additional unit conversions are necessary. The con-
trollers work with non-SI units, which are adapted to 
different customer requests around the world. In or-
der to avoid errors from manually converting units, 
an automated conversion of units is planned. The 
support through tools and the Modelica language for 
handling of non-SI units and factors could be im-
proved (e.g. %).  

Due to the chosen package structure, the controller 
can be updated (re-parsed) without requiring changes 
to the Test Unit, as long as no new boundary condi-
tions are required. This enables efficient testing of 
various controller revisions. 
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6 Simulation 

6.1 Performance Issues 

The performance of plant model in open loop is very 
acceptable with a computation time considerably 
shorter than real time. Also, the computation of the 
discrete control signals at each one of its cycle time 
needs only an insignificant amount of computing 
resources. However, for the complete Test Unit, the 
time events generated at each cycle time of the con-
trol as well as the way how these time events are 
handled by the DAE solver dramatically deteriorate 
the performance of the plant model. 
If it is not possible to avoid the generation of events 
at each control cycle time, one solution to improve 
the performance is by simply increasing the cycle 
time in order to reduce the amount of events. The 
cycle time in the DCS can typically go down to 100 
ms. A cycle time of 400 ms can be chosen for the 
models, which greatly improves the performance. 
However, small instabilities in control actions can be 
noticed with this higher cycle time. 

Another way to improve simulation performance is 
to change the DAE solver settings and the way it 
handles events. The Dassl solver starts for example 
its iteration after an event with the minimal step size, 
thus worsening the performance. While this can be 
modified for the Dassl solver in Dymola by manipu-
lating the dsin.txt file, there is unfortunately a gen-
eral lack of possibilities to influence solver settings 
in a user-friendly way. 

An alternative attempt was to use FMI for Co-
Simulation by packaging the controller in a FMU. 
This would offer the possibility to use two different 
solvers, a fixed step size solver (e.g. Euler) for the 
controller and a variable step size solver (e.g. Dassl) 
for the plant model. Due to the large size of the con-
trol model in terms of block instances (23000 in to-
tal) and amount of parameters, the simulation of the 
FMU in Dymola was unfortunately unsuccessful.   

6.2 Results and Validation 

A first validation test has been performed comparing 
the model behavior with measurement data from a 
real plant.  

Boundaries of the model are set according to the 
measurements. As the model is covering the overall 
plant only few boundaries are needed. The necessary 
boundaries are the gas turbine load, the district heat-
ing load, and the set point for the district heating 
supply temperature.   

The validation shows that the behavior of the model 
fits very well to the plant behavior. For instance, this 
can be observed for the valve openings on Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4: Comparison of real plant and model for the 
valve openings 

7 Conclusion 
This paper shows that the simulation based test of 
control systems in Modelica is possible for industrial 
use cases.  

The self-contained simulation setup revealed inter-
esting benefits. First of all, absolutely no changes to 
the authoring tool (SPPA-T3000) were necessary. 
Secondly, the tested output file of SPPA-T3000 
could be the same as used on the real plant. 

Even if the Functional Mock-Up Interface (FMI) is 
“en vogue” in industrial applications, the tool de-
pendencies are much lower with our self-contained 
simulation model in Modelica. We can avoid a com-
plex co-simulation setup for testing and are open to 
fast changes on the plant model and controller as 
well as Test Cases. All parts of the model retain their 
hierarchical structure and can be investigated deeply 
during testing. This helps control engineers not only 
to work with but also to trust in the simulation based 
testing procedure. 

On the downside, we are reaching the limits of what 
current Modelica tools can handle in terms of num-
ber of signals and simulation performance. And of 
course there is substantial maintenance effort in re-
gards to SiemensPower library and the T3000-
Modelica parser in order to provide a stable control 
test system for in-house users. 
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8 Outlook 
Encouraged by the success of the existing prototype 
the development of the control test system will be 
continued. Naturally the prototype needs to be im-
proved with respect to many aspects and the most 
severe shall be mentioned here.  

First of all, the controller part is a fully time discrete 
model which is modeled using existing Modelica 
elements such as “when” clauses and “pre()”. Be-
sides the sampling rate or cycle time being defined 
for the global scope, i.e. contrary to the real DCS all 
controllers run on the same cycle time. This simplifi-
cation did not limit the capabilities of the prototype 
for the particular case. However, it is a strong limita-
tion in general. Note, the limitation is not on the ex-
port of SPPA-T3000 or the parsing to Modelica, but 
on the modeling of the functional controller blocks.  
It is evident that Modelica’s new synchronous fea-
tures [4] will help to improve the situation. Both, on 
the modeling part utilizing clocks and sampled sys-
tems as well as on the simulation part guaranteeing 
deterministic behavior.  

Another missing part to allow model based control 
development is the backwards parsing to SPPA-
T3000. This step is needed to close the cycle in case 
modifications to the controller have been implement-
ed during testing in Modelica. Again, the develop-
ment of this feature might be backed up by a recent 
Modelica Association development, namely Model-
icaXML. If this is standardized and supported by 
Modelica tools it might be a big step in the right di-
rection. Then, the remaining task to transform one 
standardized XML format into another standardized 
XML format will be of very limited effort.  
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